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This paper deals with the problem of finding the maximal density, +(M), of sets
of integers in which differences given by a set M do not occur. The problem is
solved for the case where the elements of M are in arithmetic progression. Besides
finding lower bounds for most members of the general three element set M, +(M )
has been found for most members of the family [i, j, k], where id#jd (mod 2)
and gcd(i, j )=d. For idjd (mod 2) and gcd(i, j )=d it is conjectured that the
lower bound found is the best possible. A lower bound is given for +(M) for the
set M=[i, j, i+ j] and +(M ) for certain infinite families of four element set M have
been found.  2000 Academic Press
1. NOTATIONS AND SOME GENERAL RESULTS
If S is any set of non negative integers, we denote by S(x) the number
of elements n # S such that nx, x a real number. The upper and lower
densities of S, denoted by $ (S ) and $

(S ) respectively, are defined as
follows:
$ (S )=lim sup
n  
S(n)
n
, $

(S )=lim inf
n  
S(n)
n
.
We say that S has density $(S ) if $ (S )=$

(S ), and denote the common
value by $(S ).
For a given set of positive integers M, S is said to be an M-set if a # S,
b # S implies a&b  M.
Motzkin [Mot] posed the problem of determining the quantity
+(M )=sup
S
$ (S ),
where the supremum is taken over the class of all M-sets, S.
Cantor and Gordon [CG73] solved the problem for |M |2, where |M |
denotes the number of elements in M, and obtained some partial results for
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the general case. Haralambis [Har77], besides giving some general
estimates, determined +(M ) for most members of the families [1, j, k] and
[1, 2, j, k].
The following lemmas proved by Cantor and Gordon [CG73] will be
used extensively to prove the results presented in this paper.
Lemma A. Let M=[m1 , m2 , m3 , ...] and let c and m be positive,
relatively prime integers with
d=min
k
|cmk | m ,
where |x|m denotes the absolute value of the absolutely least remainder of x
(mod m). Then +(M )dm.
This implies that for any set M=[m1 , m2 , m3 , ...],
+(M ) sup
gcd(c, m)=1
1
m
min
i
|cm i | m .
Equivalent forms of the right hand side, as given by Haralambis [Har77],
are as follows:
d1(M )= sup
x # (0, 1)
min
i
&xm i&;
d2(M )= sup
gcd(c, m)=1
1
m
min
i
|cmi |m ;
d3(M )= max
1cm2
m=m1+m2
1
m
min
i
|cmi |m ,
where &x&=min([x], 1&[x]) is the distance of x from the nearest integer.
Here d1(M )=d2(M )=d3(M ), and we denote the common value by
d(M ).
Lemma B. If M1=[m1 , m2 , m3 , ...] and M2=[dm1 , dm2 , dm3 , ...],
where d is a positive integer, then +(M1)=+(M2).
Lemma C. Let M be a given set of positive integers, : # [0, 1], and sup-
pose that for any M-set, S, with 0 # S there exists a positive integer k
( possibly dependent on S ) such that S(k)(k+1) :. Then +(M ):.
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2. MAIN RESULTS
Theorem 2.1. If M=[i, j, k], i< j<k, gcd(i, j )=d, then
k
2( j+k)
if
i
d
#
j
d
(mod 2);
d(M ){ k(i+ j&d)2(2ij+(i+ j ) k) if id jd (mod 2) and k> j( j&i&d )d ;k
2( j+k)
if
i
d

j
d
(mod 2) and k<
j( j&i&d )
d
.
Proof. On the basis of its definition given above, d(M ) is equivalent to
sup[: # (0, 12) : _x # [0, 1] % &xm&: \m=i, j, k].
If we set Am(:) as
[x # [0, 1] : &xm&:]=[x : p+:xmp+1&:, 0pm&1],
then
d(M )=sup[: # (0, 12) : A i (:) & Aj (:) & Ak(:){<].
Each Am(:) is the union of m disjoint intervals with centre (2p+1)2m;
( p=0, 1, ..., m&1) and width (1&2:)m.
If id#jd (mod 2) then the (id+1)2th interval of Ai (:) and the
( jd+1)2th interval of Aj (:) have centre 1(2d), and so Ai (:) & Aj (:){<
for all :. Since the consecutive centres of Ak(:) have centres 1k apart, the
three intervals overlap if
1
k
&
1&2:
k

1&2:
j
,
or equivalently, the intervals overlap if
:
k
2( j+k)
;
and therefore,
d(M )
k
2(k+ j )
.
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If idjd (mod 2), the shortest distance between the interval centres of
Ai (:) and Aj (:) is d2ij and the respective intervals overlap by
\12&:+\
1
j
&
1
k+&
d
2jk
if :
j&i&d
2( j&i )
;
and
(1&2:)
1
j
if :
j&i&d
2( j&i )
.
This overlap intersects with Ak(:) which has centres 1k apart, if
1
k
&
1&2:
k
\12&:+\
1
j
&
1
k+&
d
2jk
when :
j&i&d
2( j&i )
;
1
k
&
1&2:
k
(1&2:)
1
j
when :
j&i&d
2( j&i )
,
or equivalently, the intervals overlap when
:
k(i+ j&d )
2(2ij+(i+ j ) k)
and :
j&i&d
2( j&i)
or
:
k
2( j+k)
and :
j&i&d
2( j&i )
.
This implies that overlapping occurs when
:
k(i+ j&d)
2(2ij+(i+ j ) k)
and k>
j( j&i&d )
d
or
:
k
2( j+k)
and k<
j( j&i&d )
d
.
Therefore, we see that if idjd (mod 2)
d(M ){
k(i+ j&d )
2(2ij+(i+ j ) k)
k
2( j+k)
if k
j( j&i&d)
d
;
if k
j( j&i&d)
d
.
K
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Observation 1.1. The results in the theorem above are the corrected
version of Theorem 2 of Haralambis [Har77].
Theorem 2. If M=[n, n+d, n+2d, ..., n+(k&1) d ], gcd(n, d)=1
and k1 then
+(M )={
2n+(k&1)(d&1)
2(2n+(k&1) d )
1
2
if d is odd;
if d is even.
Proof. If gcd(n, d )>1, then the greatest common factor of all members
of M is greater than 1 and Lemma B reduces M to the case gcd(n, d)=1.
If d#0 (mod 2) and n#1 (mod 2) then [1, 3, 5, ...] is an M-set.
Therefore, +(M )=12.
Henceforth, we assume that d is odd and gcd(n, d)=1.
Under these assumptions gcd(d, 2n+(k&1) d )=1, and so there exists
an x0 such that dx0 #1 (mod 2n+(k&1) d ).
For this x0 , we have dx0=1+rt for t=2n+(k&1) d and some r, and
x0 rt (mod 2).
Since t#(k&1) (mod 2) we have x0 (k&1) r (mod 2); and so
nx0=
t&(k&1) d
2
x0=
(x0&(k&1) r) t&(k&1)
2
#
t&(k&1)
2
(mod t).
More generally, for 0pk&1,
(n+ pd ) x0 #
2n+(k&1)(d&1)
2
+ p (mod 2n+(k&1) d ).
Therefore, by Lemma A above we have,
+(M )
2n+(k&1)(d&1)
2(2n+(k&1) d )
.
Conversely, let S be any M-set with 0 # S and for t=2n+(k&1) d, let
.
(t&(k+1))2
i=1
Ai _ B
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be a decomposition of [0, 1, 2, ..., t&1] into disjoint sets, where B=[0, n,
n+d, ..., n+(k&1) d ] and Ai=[di, n+(k+i&1) d ], 1i(t&(k+1))2,
and the elements of Ai are considered modulo t.
Since 0 # S, |S & B|=1 and we see that, |Ai & S|1 for each i.
Therefore,
S(t&1)1+
t&(k+1)
2
=
2n+(k&1)(d&1)
2
for any M-set S.
By Lemma C above we then have +(M )(2n+(k&1)(d&1))(2t).
Therefore,
+(M )=
2n+(k&1)(d&1)
2t
. K
Observation 2.1. The results of Cantor and Gordon [CG73] for
+(M ) for |M |2 can be obtained as a special case of the above theorem.
Observation 2.2. As k  , +(M )  (d&1)(2d).
Lemma 1. Any M-set S, with M=[i, j], i#j (mod 2) and gcd(i, j )=1
satisfies the inequality
S(i+ j&1)
i+ j
2
.
Moreover, any such M-set S with S(i+ j&1)=(i+ j )2 has all its elements
of the same parity.
Proof. Consider the following union of sets
.
(i+ j&2)2
m=0
Am
where Am=[2m, 2m+ j] and the elements of Am are considered modulo
(i+ j ). This is a disjoint union of the first (i+ j ) elements and for any
M-set S we have,
|S & Am |1.
Therefore, for any M-set S,
S(i+ j&1)
i+ j
2
.
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Moreover, if S(i+ j&1)=(i+ j )2, then |S & Am |=1 for each m. For a
fixed m0 , the choice of the even element from Am0 forces the choice of even
elements from all other Am . The same is true if we chose the odd element
from Am0 . So if S(i+ j&1)=(i+ j )2 either all the elements are even or all
are odd. K
Lemma 2. For any M-set S with M=[i, j] and gcd(i, j)=d there
are at most [(i+ j )2d ] elements in it from the set of elements Ar=
[dm+r : 0m(i+ j&d )d ], where 0rd&1. Furthermore, there
exists an M-set with [(i+ j )2d ] elements from the set Ar .
Proof. For the set of elements of the form Ar=[dm+r : 0m
(i+ j&d )d ] with r fixed, to lie in an M-set S the m’s have to lie in an
M1 -set S1 , where M1=[id, jd ]. Now, S1((i+ j&d)d )[(i+ j )2d ]
follows from Lemma 1 if i, j are of the same parity, and from Theorem 2
if i, j are of the opposite parity. Therefore, we have |S & Ar |[(i+ j )2d ].
This completes the first assertion.
Consider any M1 -set S1 with [(i+ j )2d ] elements. Then the set
S=[dm+r : m # S1]/Ar is an M-set.
Lemma 3. If kx#m (mod t), and gcd(k, d)=1 for some d then there
exists an r such that for y=x+rt,
ky#m (mod dt).
Proof. kx#m (mod t) implies that kx=m+ pt for some p. Choose r
such that kr+ p#0 (mod d); since gcd(k, d )=1 such an r exists. Now
ky#m (mod dt) with y=x+rt.
Theorem 3. Let M=[i, j, k] where i< j<k and i, j, k are not all of
the same parity.
If gcd(i, j )=d and id# jd (mod 2) then,
+(i, j, k)=
k+ j& jd
2(k+ j )
for k j( j+i&2d 2)2d 2.
Proof. If i#j#k#1 (mod 2), +(M )=12. Since id#jd (mod 2) and
gcd(i, j, k) can be assumed to be 1 by Lemma B, we can assume without
loss of generality that jk (mod 2). This implies that j+k#1 (mod 2).
Choose x such that
dx#
k+ j&1
2
(mod k+ j ).
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Since gcd(d, k+ j)=1 such an x exists. Now,
jx#
k+ j& jd
2
(mod k+ j );
ix#
k+ j&id
2
(mod k+ j );
kx#& jx (mod k+ j ).
So by Lemma A, we have
+(i, j, k)
k+ j& jd
2(k+ j )
.
We first prove the converse for d=1. Let S be an M-set with
0 # S. If S(i+ j&1)(i+ j&2)2 then since we have assumed that
k j( j+i&2)2,
S(i+ j&1)
i+ j&2
2

k(i+ j )
2(k+ j )
.
Therefore we assume that S(i+ j&1)(i+ j )2. This is only possible if
[0, 2, ..., i+ j&2]/S or [1, 3, ..., i+ j&1]/S.
Since 0 # S we assume A=[0, 2, ..., i+ j&2]/S, so that B=[1, 3, 5, ...,
i+ j&1, i+ j+1, ..., i+2j&2, k, k+2, ..., k+ j&1] & S=<.
Consider the sets A2m=[i+j+2m, i+j+j+2m] for 0m(k&i&
j&2)2.
Then A2m & A=< and A2m & B=< for all m in the given range.
Now,
A _ B .
(k&2&i& j)2
m=0
A2m
is a decomposition of [0, 1, 2, ..., k+j&1] into disjoint sets. Since
|S & A|=(i+ j )2 and |S & A2m |1 for all m, for any such M-set, S we
have
S(k+ j&1)
k& j&i
2
+
i+ j
2
=
k
2
.
Therefore for every M-set S with 0 # S there exists an m such that
S(m)
k(m+1)
2(k+ j )
.
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By Lemma C, this implies that
+(M )
k
2(k+ j )
.
Now let d>1. We see that if S is an M-set with 0 # S, and if
S(i+ j&1)(i+ j&2d)2, since k j( j+i&2d 2)2d 2,
S(i+ j&1)d
i+ j&2d
2d
=
i+ j&2d
2

(i+ j)(k+ j& jd )
2(k+ j )
.
Therefore, we assume that S(i+ j&1)>(i+ j&2d )2.
Now considering the elements modulo d in S(i+ j&1) by Lemma 2
there can be at most (i+ j )2d elements congruent modulo d. Therefore, we
see that if S(i+ j&1)>(i+ j&2d )2 there exists a set of (i+ j )2d
elements congruent modulo d. So for some x, a set of the form
A=[x, x+2d, ..., x+ j+i&2d ]
occurs in S with 0x2d&1.
Now if A/S and
A1=[x+ j+i+d, x+i+ j+3d, ..., x+i+2j&2d ]
A2=[k+x, k+x+2d, ..., k+x+ j&d ]
then A1 & S=< and A2 & S=<.
Consider the set of integers
Cm=[i+ j+x+2d(m&1), i+2j+x+2d(m&1)]
where m varies in the interval 1m(k+ j&(i+2j )d )2=m0 , and the
elements of Cm are considered modulo (k+ j ). For any M-set S we then
have |S & Cm |1. We now see that,
A _ A1 _ A2 .
m0
m=1
Cm
is a decomposition of the set [0, 1, 2, ..., k+ j&1] into disjoint subsets and
for any M-set S,
S(k+ j&1)
k+ j& jd
2
.
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This implies that by Lemma B,
+(M )
k+ j& jd
2(k+ j )
and so,
+(M )=
k+ j& jd
2(k+ j )
K
Observation 3.1. The results of Theorem 4 of Haralambis [Har77]
can be obtained as a special case of the above theorem by considering
i=d=1.
Observation 3.2. We see that in the above result the lower bound
holds for all M=[i, j, k], i< j<k with no restriction on the value of k.
Theorem 4. Let M=[i, j, k] where i< j<k. If id jd (mod 2) and
gcd(i, j )=d then for gcd(k, d )=1 and k=n( j+i )d+m( j&i )d&i with
1m(i+ j )d and n0

k+i&m&n
2(k+i )
if 1m
j
d
&d ;
+(M ){k+ j&2jd&n+m+d2(k+ j ) if jd&d<m<i+ jd &d ;=+(i, j ) if i+ j
d
&dm
i+ j
d
.
Proof. As m varies from 1 to (i+ j )d, since gcd(( j&i )d, ( j+i )d )=1,
the set [m( j&i )d ] forms a complete residue class modulo (i+ j )d, and
so k takes all but finitely many values.
Choose x such that
( j&i ) x#n (mod k+i )
Then, for d1=gcd( j&i, k&i) we have,
ix#
k+i&m&n
2
mod \k+id1 + .
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Since gcd(i, d1)=1, by Lemma 3 above there exists a y=x+r(k+i )d1
such that
iy#
k+i&m&n
2
(mod k+i ).
We then have
jy#ix+n (mod k+i );
ky#&ix (mod k+i ).
So by Lemma A, we have
+(M )
k+i&m&n
2(k+i )
.
For jdm<( j+i )d&d, choose x such that
j&i
d
(dx+1)#&n (mod k+ j )
Then, for d1=gcd( j&i, k+ j ) we have,
jx#
k+ j+m&n+d
2
&
j
d
mod \k+ jd1 + .
Since gcd( j, d1)=1, by Lemma 3 above there exists a y=x+r(k+ j )d1
such that
jy#
k+ j+m&n+d
2
&
j
d
(mod k+ j ).
Therefore,
iy#jx+n+ j&i (mod k+ j );
ky#& jx (mod k+ j ).
So by Lemma B, we have
+(M )
k+ j&2jd&n+m+d
2(k+ j )
.
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For ( j+i )d&dm<( j+i )d, choose x such that
i
d
x#
j+i&d
2d
mod \ j+id + .
For such an x,
kx=nx
j+i
d
+mx
j&i
d
&ix
#m&
i+ j&d
2
mod \i+ jd + ,
and for m such that ( j+i )d&dm<( j+i )d,
kx#p mod \i+ jd + ,
where (i+ j&d )2p(i+ j+d )2.
By Lemma 3 above there exists an r such that for y=x+r(i+ j )d
ky#p (mod i+ j );
iy#
i+ j&d
2
(mod i+ j );
jy#
i+ j+d
2
(mod i+ j ).
This implies that for m in the given interval,
+(i, j, k)
i+ j&d
2(i+ j )
=+(i, j )
and so,
+(i, j, k)=+(i, j ). K
Observation 4.1. The lower bounds of Theorem 3 in [Har77] can be
obtained as a special case of the above theorem by considering i=d=1.
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Theorem 5. If M=[i, j, i+ j ], where gcd(i, j )=1 then
=
1
3
if i#j (mod 3);
+(M ){2i+ j&13(2i+ j ) if j#i+1 (mod 3);i+2j&1
3(i+2j )
if j#i+2 (mod 3).
Proof. Let j#i+1 (mod 3). Then 2i+ j=t#1 (mod 3) and gcd(t, i )=
gcd( j, i )=1.
Therefore, there exists an x such that
xi#
t&1
3
(mod t).
For such an x,
xj#
t&1
3
+1 (mod t);
x(i+ j)# &
(t&1)
3
(mod t).
Therefore, +(M )(t&1)3t by Lemma A.
The case j#i+2 (mod 3) follows in the same manner with t=i+2j.
If j#i (mod 3), then [1, 4, 7, ...] is an M-set; therefore +(M )13.
Since +(M)13 [Har77] for all sets M=[i, j, i+ j ]
+(M )= 13 for i#j (mod 3).
Theorem 6. If M=[i, j, i+ j, 2j ] gcd(i, j )=1, where j#i+2 (mod 3),
then
+(M )=
i+2j&1
3(i+2j )
Proof. Let j#i+2 (mod 3). Then i+2j=t#1 (mod 3) and gcd(t, j )=
gcd( j, i )=1.
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Therefore, there exists an x such that
xj#
t&1
3
(mod t).
For such an x,
xi#
t&1
3
+1 (mod t);
x(i+ j)#&
(t&1)
3
(mod t);
x(2j)#&xi (mod t).
Therefore, +(M )(t&1)3t by Lemma A.
To prove the converse, let S be any M-set with 0 # S . Then for t=i+2j,
.
(t&4)3
m=1
Am _ B
is a decomposition of [0, 1, 2, ..., t&1] into disjoint sets, where B=[0, i,
j, i+ j ] and Am=[rm, rm+ j, rm+i+ j ], 1m(t&4)3, r= j&i, and
the elements of each Am are considered modulo t.
Since 0 # S, |S & B|=1, and we see that |Am & S |1 for each m.
This implies that S(t&1)1+(t&4)3=(t&1)3 for any M-set S.
Thus, by Lemma C,
+(M )
t&1
3t
=
i+2j&1
3(i+2j )
. K
Theorem 7. If M=[i, j, 2i, i+ j ] gcd(i, j )=1, where j#i+1 (mod 3),
then
+(M )=
2i+ j&1
3(2i+ j )
.
Proof. Let j#i+1 (mod 3). Then 2i+ j=t#1 (mod 3) and gcd(t, i )=
gcd( j, i )=1.
Therefore, there exists an x such that
xi#
t&1
3
(mod t).
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For such an x,
xj#
t&1
3
+1 (mod t);
x(i+ j)#&
(t&1)
3
(mod t);
x(2i)#&xj (mod 3).
and so, +(M )(t&1)3t by Lemma A.
Conversely, let S be any M-set with 0 # S . Then for t=2i+ j,
.
(t&4)3
m=1
Am _ B
is a decomposition of [0, 1, 2, ..., t&1] into disjoint sets, where B=[0, i,
j, i+ j ] and Am=[rm, rm+ j, rm+i+ j ], 1m(t&4)3, r= j&i, and
the elements of each Am are considered modulo t.
Since 0 # S, |S & B|=1, and we see that, |Am & S|1 for each m.
Therefore, S(t&1)1+(t&4)3=(2i+ j&1)3 for any M-set S.
Thus, by Lemma C
+(M )
2i+ j&1
3(2i+ j )
. K
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